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Hiking

This is our most comprehensive hiking itinerary in Patagonia, combining 40 miles

on the W circuit in Chile's Torres del Paine with the remote reaches of Argentina's

Los Glaciares, all in the company of our expert Patagonia team. Get up close to the

iconic jagged peaks, majestic glaciers, and pristine lakes of these two breathtakingly

scenic national parks. Stay at comfortable centrally located hotels in the towns of

Punta Arenas, El Calafate and El Chalten as well as highly-sought-after small wilderness

lodgings that allow spectacular hiking opportunities that others aren't able to reach.
.

Arrive: Punta Arenas, Chile

Depart: El Calafate, Argentina

Duration: 13 Days

Group Size: 6-16 Guests

Minimum Age: 16 Years Old

Activity Level:

.

Details Testimonials

"Thank you MT Sobek for the trip of my lifetime!
The Patagonia adventure exceeded my expectations
in all respects and has renewed my spirit and filled
my heart with joy!”

Maria S.

"What can I say about Patagonia that you don't
already know if you want to travel there. What
surprised me the most, after two years of Covid,
was how much sharing that experience with other
people meant to me. While Mt. Sobek can't control
who goes on their trips really, the sort of people
who do are friendly, enthusiastic, sociable and
good humored. Connecting with people who share
these traits, and spending a couple weeks together
participating in an intense physical experience was
reinvigorating, more than I ever imagined."

Mark G.1-800-974-0300 info@mtsobek.com



REASON #01

MT Sobek pioneered commercial

trekking in Patagonia in the 1970s,

and our itinerary is the most

comprehensive route available.

REASON #02

Our highly experienced MT Sobek

leaders know every inch of this

region, and ensure the logistics of

this multi-faceted trip run seamlessly.

REASON #03

Stay in comfortable hotels, cozy

cabins and remote mountain lodges

- all perfectly located to allow

spectacular hiking opportunities

without needing to camp.

                ACTIVITIES

Moderate to strenuous hiking

covering up to 15 miles a day in

mountainous terrain. Includes

visit to the Perito Moreno glacier.

 LODGING

A range of lodging, from

scenic mountain cabins and

one dormitory to comfortable

hotels with modern amenities.

CLIMATE

Expect extreme weather

conditions that can change

from one moment to the next.

Be prepared for everything,

especially strong winds and sun.

 André fell in love with Patagonia at first sight and has made it

his home for the last 10 years. He has participated in more than

ten mountain expeditions in the region, accomplishing many

first ascents, including the summits of the North and South

Towers of the Torres del Paine. André has a great interest in

the development of sustainable tourism and is always looking

for other regions to explore within Patagonia. André’s love for

nature and respect for the mountains is infectious to all who

travel with him.

Andre Labarca

 “Ro” was born in the Last Hope Province of Chile and grew up

in Patagonia, where he developed a deep love for the outdoors.

He has guided in Patagonia and Canada for more than 15

years, and is an accomplished hiker, kayaker, mountaineer,

and photographer—with a keen eye for capturing the natural

beauty of Patagonia. He is a certified Mountain guide and

kayak instructor and has completed Wilderness Emergency

Responder & Medical; (WFR NOLS-EASPA). Ro speaks English,

Spanish, and conversational French.

Rodrigo Bahamondez

1-800-974-0300 info@mtsobek.com
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                                                                Itinerary
ARRIVE IN PUNTA ARENAS

Arrive at the airport in Punta Arenas, Chile, and meet your group leader to transfer to the hotel. In the early

evening, gather with the group for a briefing on the adventure ahead.

DAY 1

Meals: D

SCENIC DRIVE TO TORRES DEL PAINE NATIONAL PARK

After breakfast, travel across the Patagonian plains to the quiet fishing town of Puerto Natales on the shores of

Seno Ultima Esperanza (Last Hope Sound). Stretch your legs a bit and have lunch before continuing on to Torres

del Paine National Park and taking in your first spectacular views of the Paine Massif (weather permitting). There

is also a very good chance of seeing guanacos — small cousins to the camel and llama — on the way to the park.

DAY 2

Meals: B, L, D

EXPLORE MAJESTIC TORRES DEL PAINE

Get an early start for an all-day hike to the base of the Torres del Paine. Follow the Asencio River over a low pass

into the Ascencio Valley, passing through beautiful beech forests and talus-covered slopes. After a final steep

climb up a boulder field, arrive at a spectacular viewpoint that is one of the most scenic spots in the world, where

the towers rise majestically before you and a glacial lake is visible below. Enjoy a packed lunch en route before

returning to the hotel.

DAY 3

Activity: 9 hours/11.5 miles hiking with 3,400' elevation gain

Meals: B, L, D

HIKE BELOW CUERNOS DEL PAINE

Begin your trek deep into the park, hiking at a relaxed pace along the north shore of Lago Nordenskjold to Los

Cuernos, following the Paso Los Cuernos trail beneath the jagged Cuernos ("horns") del Paine. The views are

magnificent, including your first sighting of the Southern Patagonia Ice Field. Stay in cozy cabins right next to a

waterfall on the most isolated spot of our journey — an excellent staging area for tomorrow's hike to the French

Valley. The cabins also afford a prime position to view sunset hitting the horns, and the dark night sky is filled

with stars.

DAY 4

Activity: 5 hours/8 miles hiking with 1,400' elevation gain

Meals: B, L, D
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HIKE THROUGH FRENCH VALLEY

From our cabins below the Cuernos, hike gently rolling terrain along Lake Nordenskjold to the entrance of the

French Valley, one of the most spectacular cirques in the Paine Range and the middle leg of the classic "W" route.

We'll gain elevation as we hike into the valley, walking below the glaciers that descend from the massif's highest

summit and marveling at the gray granite peaks of the Cuernos del Paine, topped with fantastical black slate

"horns." After reaching the French Valley lookout with its awe-inspiring views, either turn back and head straight

to our next accommodations at Refugio Paine Grande, or, weather and time permitting, continue further up the

French Valley for additional views before making our way back down the valley and then onwards to the Refugio.

DAY 5

Activity: 8 hours/11 miles hiking with 1,350' elevation gain or up to 10-12 hours/15 miles with 3,200' elevation gain

Meals: B, L, D

TAKE A BOAT TO GREY GLACIER

Arise early and hike along the Paine Grande Mountain towards the face of stunning Grey Glacier, at the southern

end of the Southern Patagonia Ice Field. Enjoy a packed lunch en route before boarding a catamaran that takes

us close to the front of the glacier and then down to the southern shore of the Lago Grey (Grey Lake), where our

hotel for the night is located.

DAY 6

Activity: 4 hours/7.5 miles hiking with 800' elevation gain

Meals: B, L, D

TRAVEL TO ARGENTINA & EXPLORE EL CALAFATE

Depart Chile's Torres del Paine National Park and drive across the border into Argentina. (Please be prepared

for delays of up to a few hours while crossing the border). Proceed over the flat grassland steppes to the town of

El Calafate, located on the southern shore of an enormous glacial lake called Lago Argentino. El Calafate is the

gateway to Perito Moreno Glacier and is a great town to explore. Your trip leader will recommend restaurants for

dinner on your own tonight.

DAY 7

Meals: B, L

MARVEL AT THE PERITO MORENO GLACIERDAY 8
Enjoy a day trip to Los Glaciares National Park to see the renowned Perito Moreno glacier. At this very active

glacier, a 200-foot-high headwall continually calves massive blocks of ice into the lake with a thunderous roar - an
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awesome spectacle of nature's power at work. Admire the amazing glacier from different viewpoints on a 2-mile

guided footbridge walk. Enjoy lunch at a restaurant overlooking the glacier before returning to El Calafate for the

remainder of the afternoon and evening at leisure.

Activity: 2 hours/2 miles walking with 350' elevation gain

Meals: B, L

DRIVE TO LOS GLACIARES NATIONAL PARK & EL CHALTÉN

We continue our drive across the steppes and along the northern end of Lago Viedma, with the views getting

better and better as we approach the mountains and glaciers of the Fitzroy and Cerro Torre ranges. Arrive at El

Chaltén for lunch. Weather permitting, take a short hike to a scenic lookout, before continuing another half an

hour to Laguna Condor.

DAY 9

Activity: 1 hour/2 miles hiking with 400' elevation gain

Meals: B, L, D

HIKE ALONG THE RIO ELECTRICO TO PIEDRA DEL FRAILE AND LAGO ELECTRICO

From the trailhead at Rio Electrico Bridge, hike along the Rio Electrico Valley, which progresses gently uphill

from west to east, and pass through a beautiful lenga forest to reach Piedra del Fraile, one of the first refuges

in the area, protected from the winds and offering comfort to the world's most experienced climbers and

mountaineers, as well as to trekkers arriving in the area for the first time. This less travelled path boasts

impressive views of the north face of Fitz Roy and solitude, and the lenga forest is alive with the sounds of native

birds. Wind conditions permitting, emerge back into open terrain and cross the boulder field of a glacial valley to

reach the shores of Lago Electrico, fed by the Marconi Glacier. NOTE: some groups will transfer to Destino Sur in

El Chalten this evening, spending one night at Laguna Condor and three nights at Destino Sur.

DAY 10

Activity: 6-7 hours/11 miles hiking with 1,150' elevation gain

Meals: B, L, D

TREK TO LAGUNA DE LOS TRESDAY 11
Another day, another inspiring day hike into Los Glaciares. A short transfer brings us back to the trail head at Rio

Electrico Bridge, before setting out on an easy walk through a beautiful forest with impressive views of Piedras

Blancas Glacier as well as the Fitz Roy, Saint Exupery and Poincenot Peaks. After passing Poincenot Camp, begin

a steep climb up to Laguna de los Tres — a challenging effort, but worthwhile for its superb views of Fitz Roy

and its hanging glaciers. At the top take in the beautiful surroundings before hiking back to El Chaltén via the

secluded and very scenic Laguna Capri.
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Activity: 8-9 hours/13.5 miles hiking with 3,150' elevation gain

Meals: B, L, D

FOLLOW TRAILS TO LAGUNA TORRE

Embark on a long day hike into the park's interior. We walk through a varied landscape formed by glaciers and

stop for commanding views of the south face of Cerro Torre — sought after by photographers and climbers the

world over. Reach the pinnacle of our trek at Laguna Torre, a beautiful glacial lake set against the backdrop of

Cerro Torre, with its iconic pointy spires and hanging glaciers.

DAY 12

Activity: 7-8 hours/11 miles hiking with 1,800' elevation gain

Meals: B, L, D

TRANSFER TO EL CALAFATE AND DEPART

Transfer back to El Calafate this morning, arriving in time for early afternoon flight departures to extend your

adventure on your own or with one of our extensions in Argentina, or to begin your journey home.
.

DAY 13

Meals: B



Nov 4 - 16, 2023

Nov 18 - 30, 2023

Dec 16 - 28, 2023

Jan 6 - 18, 2024

Jan 20 - Feb 1, 2024

Feb 3 - 15, 2024

Feb 17 - 29, 2024

Mar 2 - 14, 2024

Mar 16 - 28, 2024

Mar 30 - Apr 11, 2024
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PRICE INCLUDES

Expertise and services of our experienced
adventure guides

All accommodations as noted in the itinerary

All breakfasts, almost all lunches and dinners as
noted in the itinerary

Snacks and water between meals

Additional regional guides and experts on many
trips

Comprehensive Trip Planner with detailed pre-trip
information

Private guided tours at historic sites, museums,
wineries and other select attractions as noted in the
itinerary

Special events and other select attractions as
mentioned in the itinerary

All gratuities at hotels and restaurants

Equipment and experienced guides for activities as
described in the itinerary

Park and other entry fees (unless otherwise noted)

Fares for trains, ferries and other modes of travel as
listed in the itinerary

Select transfers as mentioned in the itinerary

Baggage transfers and porterage

PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE

International airfare, airport taxes, and excess
baggage fees

Alcoholic beverages (MT Sobek provides wine at
select events)

Gratuities for MT Sobek guides and guide-drivers

Travel Protection Program

Personal expenses
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